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Communication
With a shorter week and numbers being taken from an early morning Thursday start, we are delighted to see
2252 posts in the past seven days on Seesaw. 645 family members have connected and 3199 comments have
been made! We are seeing these numbers increase week on week. Thank you to everyone for making this a
safe, inclusive and learning focused community.
We are continuing to adapt to new ways of working and responding to the needs of our community. At this time
our focus is moving to transition points with pupils moving from ELC to P1 and P7 on to S1. We are also liaising
with different services across the authority to consider what further supports and inputs are required as we look
to the future.
We recognise that families are being impacted in different ways by the COVID-19 outbreak. Many of you report
that quality time with your family has become key and you are enjoying things we might have taken for granted
in our busy lives. Many of you, however, are experiencing new adversities and difficulties. Please do not struggle
alone and reach out to us for support (email St-davids.ps@midlothian.gov.uk). As you know we are here to help,
without judgement. Our staff continue to be on hand on Seesaw (please use the messaging facility). Please be
reminded that any information you share will remain confidential (unless a Safeguarding issue).
We will conitnue to communicate updates on Seesaw in student/ family announcements. We will also continue
to update our school website (https://stdavidsps.mgfl.net/) which includes lots of supports and Top Tips at this
time. You can view and engage in daily interactions with us on Twitter (@stdavidsprimary).
As the days blur and merge into weeks, I find myself a week ahead! Last week I reported that there would be
no learning grids on Monday 11th May due to an inservice. Please accept my apologies, this relates to inservice
training on Monday 18th May!
Next week promises to be a busy and productive week for all – watch this space!
Life does not have to be perfect to be wonderful.
Mrs McP and the St David’s Team

A school trip to the circus #WildWednesday
The few hours I have spent with you are worth as much as the thousands of hours I have spent away from you.
From tumble turns to balancing acts, there was a lot of clowning around at the circus! Thanks to Miss Pentland for putting
together our Wild Wednesday theme! Next week we are off to to explore the great outdoors!

Learning
A brief round up of our Seesaw highlights this week:





Mia (P7) dedication and effort to improving her
numeracy





Sarah (P6), Maria (P6) and Aiden (P4) creating a
synchronised dance routine
Cole’s (P5) rounding to 1000
Julia’s (P2) super efforts across all learning
Micael (P3) explaining gravity and air resistance
with his parachute
Hamish (P1) mastering a roll, hop and jump
sequence
Sophie (P6) using expressiojn and analysis of her
viewpoint as she read her twisted tale








Adam’s (P2) speedy words



Beenish (P5) being super reflective and working
hard on next steps when working with decimals



James (P6) writing 6 digit figures in numbers and
words



Liam (P5) and his minecraft model



Hallie (ELC) counting numbers and forming them
carefully
Maisie’s (P4) imagined personal response










Jamie’s (P5) science and technology
endeavours at home
Guiliana (ELC) drawing a beautiful picture of
flowers from her garden
Olivia’s (P1) top listening skills and obstacle
course
Amelia’s (P3) parachute to experiment with
gravity Marcel’s (P6) impressive efforts as a
juggling clown
Sophie’s (ELC) disgusting sandwich made with
daisies, mud and even snails
Finlay’s (P6)daily dedication to taking part and
reflecting upon daily PE challenges Ross’s
(P4) amazing efforts with reading each day
Cole’s (P7) floating raft for science



Emma’s (P2) careful punctuation when holding
a sentence



Blanka’s (P4) vewrb, noun and adjective snap



Tosia (P5) applying her measuring skills to
make a Polish soup
Lily’s (P1) skeleton dance
Erin’s (ELC) hand cut paper dolls depicting the
ELC Team
Aanya’s (P2) amazing reading progress





Transition
ELC and P7 families received an update about
transition arrangements on Thursday 6th May.
We are hopeful that letters confirming P1 places will
be issued before the end of the week and arrive to
families soon (please be aware the postal service is a
little less predictable at the moment).

Tweet of the week!
Does your child know how/ where to escape
in an emergency situation at home?
Do you regularly test your fire equipment?
Who do you contact in an emergency?
A great reminder from the Tombs family,
thank you!

3 Key Messages Mental Health and Wellbeing
There is a great deal of information online to guide parents, teachers and young people in the area of
mental health and wellbeing. There are some very important, fundamental messages to remember
when we think and talk about mental health and well-being for children and young people. Please see
the attached flier from Psychological Services (as above).

Partner Challenge
Is there life on Mars?
Imagine you’ve discovered a new planet, alien or a new species. Can you tell us a story about
them? Can they talk? Where do they live?
GAME: Co-operative stories. 2+ people
Tell a story out loud, picking one word each. For example:
Person 1 Once
Person 2 Upon
Person 3 a
1 time
1a
2 there
2 small
3 was
3 red…

May: The Month of Mary
‘O Mary we crown thee with blossoms today, Queen of the Angels
and Queen of the May.’
In the Catholic Faith May is dedicated to our Blessed Mother, Mary. This
week marks the beginning of May and the children across the school
have been busy creating a special May Altar in their homes for Mary.
They have also been writing and saying prayers to Mary to ask her to
watch over us all in this challenging time and to give thanks to those key
workers who are working hard to keep us all safe.

Virtual Sports Day! #StDPSVirtualSportsDay
Miss Whyte would never let us off without a St David’s Sports Day! Next week a task will be set each
day to prepare the children for their Sports Day at home on Friday 15th May!
We wholly encourage FULL adult participation and there are prizes for different categories (we may
even introduce Wild Cards)!
You might even want to get relatives or friends to compete from afar via video conferencing!

Feedback!
Keep your eyes peeled as staff continue to send
positive notes home about your learning.

Reporting (P1-P7)
We’ve updated our
reporting
format
following
COVID-19.
Sadly we were unable to
meet face to face for
Learning Conversations
in March. You can
therefore
expect
a
Summary of Progress to
be shared on Seesaw
on Wednesday 17th
June. Further details
about our reporting
process can be found
alongside the Weekly
Round Up and on our
website.

STAY SAFE: The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.
St David’s RC Primary and ELC Setting
Enabling all to flourish
Having trouble with your device at home? Struggling to access Seesaw or complete learning at home
as a result? Drop us a message and we’ll see what we can do to help.

Website:

Contact:

Email address:

https://stdavidsps.mgfl.net/

@stdavidsprimary

St-davids.ps@midlothian.gov.uk

